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&amp; Previous Back to The Next Image Indicator &gt;: Lily Flat in Walnut &amp; Blue After downsizing and rebuilding our mid-century modern farm in 2016, my husband and I have been slowly curating parts in our house to make it just look right and feel. We've been carefully choosing what we like, what
fits the space, and items that make sense in terms of performance with the circus pet kid. So far, we are very pleased with our choices. We finally made our way back to the master's bedroom, which always seems to be a little neglected because, well... It never does go on display but, we want our room to
feel set back, so we've begun the task of finding the perfect bed to be the focus of our bedroom. We decided to go with a podium bed for a number of reasons that we will achieve! In case you're ready to take your bedroom your personal haven, here's an outline of the cold bed frame we're talking about
below, listed (almost) in price order. Whether you're looking for a queen or king platform bed, you're bound to find a design you love below. Feel free to click and jump ahead! - What's a platform bed? - What kind of mattress works on the platform bed? - All kinds of platform beds - 15 of our favorite 15 best
modern platform beds what platform platform is? Before we go too deep, let's set our ground rules for what qualifies as a platform bed. Perhaps you're imagining a flat frame that rests on the floor without a headboard like something you'd see in an urban attic, or even something a little more retro that was
found in a strong hotel room during the '60s. Actually, you're right on both accounts! But flat platform is much more workable these days, even more so than you'll probably notice. Flat platform is simply a flat frame that includes a built-in slat system so you don't need a boxspring. This simplicity usually
means that podium beds skewer towards the aesthetics of minimalist or modern design. If it's not obvious, that gives you a sleek design, without compromising on comfort and functionality. And because you don't have to buy boxspring, you end up with less bulk and more money to spend on the decor
(hint: Boh ham carpet!). As it turns out, all the modern bed frames we carry are platform beds, which goes to show you how much we love them, and how popular they have become. What kind of mattress works on platform beds? There is a common misconception that you need a special mattress for
platform beds. In fact, the slat systems that relax at the top of the flat platform are repeating the tools and functionality of traditional boxspring. In other words, any standard interior pair, floor or memory foam mattress is suitable for a platform bed. What kind of platform bed is there? Now that you know what
the platform bed is and what we like about them going into this, let's discuss different styles It's over that they're coming in you may have some platforms that simply rest on the floor and have nothing more to see them, but we're searching for a platform bed with a headboard. And while hunting we found
four types of platforms we'd like: wood upholstered lacquer platforms with attached Nightstands wood flat platform just like most types of furniture, wood is the most popular material for construction because of its durability, versatility and overall beauty. Our selection ranges from Acacia Planck wood to a
mutant grey oak veneer to a bamboo design tiger accent. We also include raincoats from our favorite bamboo beds (even if they technically stick). All of these flat wood platforms offer their unique characters, seeds and textures to each feel different to fit your tastes. Whether you choose a wooden
platform bed that has a cool mid-century vibe or a low profile headboard to fit your minimalist lifestyle, there is bound to be one that is perfect for you and your bedroom. Upholstered flat platform second to flat wood - in terms of popularity - upholstered style. Especially over the past five years, they've been
gaining popularity for two reasons: upholstered beds offer the perfect innate softness for the bedroom's array of colors and fabrics you can outstriv the forest to choose from as we carry upholstered bed choices in luxurious blue velvet, soft grey linen and even stylish white echo leather to fit a wide range of
tastes and preferences. Plus, this flat upholstered is a variety of details that gives them every feel of their own, from weaving and tufting channels, to intricate stitching and even tufting buttons for vintage vibes. Even though wood has been more prominent in previous years, we've seen these beds
upholstered more and more in modern décor because of the endless options that really allow you to personalize your space. Locke's flat frame is another material gaining popularity, especially on the modern Italian side of the furniture, Locke. For not started, a smooth lacquer (usually a sleek top) finish
that will make your bedroom look modern. Locke makes a statement because of his ultra-modern style and sleek finishes that can transform a space. You can choose from standard colors such as black and ivory or go bold and choose one in red to add some color. Many of our newest lacquer platforms
have optional led backlight kits that can be added to make it even more noticeable. One of these beds would be perfect if you were furniture for a modern penthouse overlooking city lights or an industrial converted warehouse where it would add a bit of contrast. Because we're looking for calmer and less
drama (enough drum guys, Amirith?) , We didn't think this style works for us. Nevertheless, we know it can be just for someone looking to get some accolades and add a proper statement Frame the bed to your room. Platforms with nightstands connected are another option for a larger bedroom one of our
platform beds with nightstands attached. These beds have a large, in-person footprint, which is just what you need if you're looking to fill the space in a larger bedroom. In fact, our favorite Japanese bed includes connected nightly ones. Because of their low and wide appearance, they can help land
existing furniture. If you have a roof up they can make your room feel more cosy and less onerous. A variety of ends like rich wenge, classic walnuts or cool grey oaks and optional comfortable back rest or upholstered headboards give you plenty of choice to match your preferences and decor. Our
bedroom is on the smaller side so unfortunately, these designs don't work in our space. Nevertheless, they are a lovely option for someone with more square footage. Say, It is only God who has guided us to this. Our top 15 modern platform beds and here picks us up for the best platform beds with short
descriptions and each of us takes on their designs: 1. Harper's budget-friendly bed platform is our first option, Harper's platform bed blends classic design elements into a sturdy bed frame suitable for your bedroom! The classy walnut color base features mid-century-inspired legs and, of course, built-in
slat support system. But Harper's Headboard is where it really is! This is the modern queen's platform bed in wingback design, showing a bold headboard tufted at her choice of grey, beige or blue. Click here for exclusive savings on your new platform platform platform! He digs: For me The Harper Tufted
Bed is the ultimate blend of modern and traditional style, giving it a classic feel that won't be of style. It is eye-catching, yet approachable and just begs to cuddle on. Plus, the price is also true! He digs: First off, Harper is a fantastic value, and by far the lowest cost flat on this list. Second, I think Harper is
the perfect mix of masculine and feminine. The tufting and low-profile design is definitely modern, but the fact that it's still an upholstered bed makes it soft. Another thing I love about upholstered beds, including Harper's, is that it leaves the rest of the room open to different pieces. It really contrasts well
with antique nightstand, or pairs perfectly with something more modern like a white lacquer locker room! 2. Gin flat low profile, high style is how we'd describe our denim beds. A steel frame that cushions and then upholstered the denim at a time is sturdy and softened. Minimalism at best, Jane offers a
serist design that gives you a tranquilization place to rest your head. Do you have this simple platform framed the queen's bed or the king of your bedroom? Click here for exclusive savings on Jane's Bed! Dig her: Jane's bed is exactly what I pictured In a luxury beach hotel with wispy curtains that are
windy. and i like him so much because of him . Although I like for my house to feel that way, I'm not sure the style is perfectly suited to us. But, I look forward to those holidays! I really like Jane! In the size of the Queen or King, it's just a stunning low profile flat frame. The minimalist flat frame design is
really cool, and neutral colors make it easy to blend into any bedroom. I'd put a grey boulder near the top of my favorites for sure! 3. Acacia Girdwood flat looking stylish cabin style? So the throne is for you. With acacia wood planking that makes headboards and flat foundations, you look rich in wood grain
that is contrasted by a modern silot. Its top all off with brass-colored legs and you end up with a bed that adds a natural ingredient to your bedroom. Click here for exclusive savings on your new Girdwood bed! O Diggs: I wasn't sure what I thought about this bed when I first saw it because the wood grain
felt a little too rustic for my taste. But, I keep going back to it because I really like style and who doesn't want their bedroom to feel like a cozy cabin in the woods? O Diggs: I was probably putting this design on the masculine side of the spectrum, which is a plus for me. I think the rustic element of it is cool,
and will create a really big contrast with some other more modern pieces. That said, I don't think I like bed and matching dressing. That definitely felt too off-grid for me. 4. But velvet Tufted bed is great now, in fashion and home decor and beds but will help you keep your bedroom looking current. Emma
has a classic style with her channel tufting and five-and-a-half-foot long headboard adds a regal feel to each bedroom. By choosing either grey velvet, pink red or sea blue, you can't go wrong. Click here for exclusive savings on your new but flat bed! He digs: I never own a velvet piece of furniture and I
think this bed but it might be fun first. Red pink is my favorite, but I'm not sure it will be as easy to coordinate with as gray. This bed is definitely a statement and add some softness to our bedroom! That's Diggs: Actually, I totally agree. I don't know why, but think the blue sea color is great. It's bold, and it
makes the bed into a real statement piece in the room. I've never owned a piece of furniture that brightly, so pulling the trigger on the other one makes me nervous I think if we choose this bed, I'd like to be bold and blue. 5. Ludlow is a men's bed and striking, our Ludlow bed will sweep you from the feet.
With an incredibly modern style and a 5-foot headboard rise, Ludlow is a man among men. The classic headboard tufted button is wrapped in a leather echo, and framed by walnuts, wenge or grey oak veneers and The base with matching trim wood gives this long platform bed its solid appearance. Click
here for exclusive savings on your new platform platform platform! O Diggs: I can board with a dramatic headboard, so Ludlow's stature is impressive to me. I also appreciate that it is the high-end flat-leather vegetarian platform, which makes it durable and easy to care for. But, although that's not what I
personally choose, I think Ludlow's bed would be just perfect for someone else. I love Ludlow! It's definitely more modern than some of our other designs, but that's probably what makes it one of our bestsellers. I particularly like a white leather echo - it's great to look against a dark wall. 6. Solid oak bed
salk is like a piece of solid oak lying art flat design low-expression organic yet architectural in nature. The salk is attached under the flat handle of the platform with nightstands, and Henry combines a solid oak frame with handy grey concrete legs to that real industrial style. And to soften things up a bit, the
upholstered headboard of the lyceo offers a cosy, striking backdrop of the perfect balance between form and performance. Click here for exclusive savings on your new salk bed! He digs: I like the simplicity of the lyrical bed and although this one is quite modern, it feels a little softer than some. This bed is
definitely a statement, but it may be out of place in our more eclectic feel mid-century home. That would be said, I think I can work it with the right accessories. O Diggs: If you're looking for modern industrialism, it's hard to make mistakes with lying. Concrete legs make it into a statement piece, especially



with extra nightstands. I agree that it's probably too... Cool for what we are going through in our house. 7. Thompson beds if you ever sleep on the cloud, then Thompson's bed may be perfect for you. Thompson's hardwood construction is completely enclosed in dense padding and finished with plush
square tufted upholstery texture basket. For a light and ethereal look, choose luna color or go with a dark, moody carbon shade. Whatever you choose, Thompson's bed will surely put you on cloud nine. Click here for exclusive savings on your new Thompson bed! O Diggs: Thompson's bed is very bold
and interesting. I like that it really makes the state and it looks very cosy. However, it doesn't look like I'm going to go when it comes to our bedroom. I prefer relaxation to dramatic, but it's just me. O.D.: Thompson is probably our most dramatic platform bed. I agree that this isn't quite the look we're going
to have in our house, but the high impact design and presence of this bed would be just perfect for many. 8. Rivington flat if you are looking for modern five beds, Rivington it is. With its black powder coated steel legs and grey oak cover wood covered headboard and frame, The bed checks all the boxes
you will notice that the beauty of the piece is in its lines, angled legs, angled wood grain and even angled headboard to provide the perfect spot for rest. Click here for exclusive savings on your new Rivington bed! Dig her: While I prefer wooden legs to black powder steel lining, I like the simplicity of this
bed and monochrome motif because it feels chic and a bit sexy. It can be placed against a white or colored accent wall (which I'm pushing for!) or surrounded by a gallery wall of images it stands out a bit more. Dig him: I like black powder covering steel legs! They're going to get a minimalist aesthetic to
Rivington without going too far. Rivington works in many different bedrooms due to its clean, understated design. I could particularly see it adding contrast to the stark.l 9 white space. Flat Street Park is another green product made from eco-friendly 100% solid bamboo ruby, Flat Street Park offers stylish
and modern take on upholstered wood beds. Angled Street Park headboard has removable back cushions that will give you all the support you need as you call yourself to sleep. This Greenington bed offers a twist by combining black steel legs and footboard with ruby bamboo side rails and trim for a
refined and sophisticated feel. Click here for exclusive savings in your new Flat Street park! He digs: Eco-friendly bamboo beds like Park Avenue would be great and fit our green preferences since we already have bamboo flooring. The padding to this bed feels more casual than the solid headboard and I
like the redish color that makes for a relaxed vibe. He digs: So, like Mercury, Park Avenue is definitely the stability aspect of bamboo furniture I like. Upholstered headboards and black steel legs make it a subtle but modern vibe. I also like ruby's end - there's a reason Street Park is our most popular
bamboo bed. It's a classic design that suits every house. 10. Monroe Flat Bed Monroe is a five-bed platform with its low profile hardwood gown frame and individual upholstered backrests attached to the headboard to give you both form and performance. With a platform height of 14 inches and the
addition of two connected nightstands, Monroe's bed will make a statement in each bedroom. And since Monroe is available in a myriad of colors and ends, it is sure to complement his decor and lifestyle, too. Click here for exclusive savings on Monroe's bed! He digs: Surprisingly (since it's not MCM), I
really like Monroe's bed for its minimalist appeal and the presence that it is. I'm not sure it's the right choice for our space, but I think it would be amazing to be in a bigger bedroom where it can really shine. If you like Monroe beds, chances of flat value may appeal to you as well, especially if you prefer a
platform bed down. He Well, Monroe's bed is on this list because it's one of the most popular platform beds we've ever carried! This ultra-low profile platform bed really appeals to modern aesthetics, and combining materials gives it a classic appeal. Something about a wood gown frame paired with
upholstered headrests makes it look and feel high-end. 11. The beds if you have to embrace (and let's face it, who isn't it?), you love our larvae beds. Like a hug, the headboard wraps gently around the frame to create a soft curve complemented by its solid wood frame and angled tapered legs. Hroe
married mid-century modern style with classical elements and the result is the perfect combination. Choose between queen or king-size flat frame platform and yours! Click here for exclusive savings on the mid-century-old Barrow Flat! He digs: I love the hro beds because it feels fresh and modern, but
also cozy and comfortable. It's not that simple, and It seems That's easy to do. It's not a fuss, but it's too complicated, I think this bed was totally in our house. Simply put, it's not something I don't like! He digs: Aaro designed my favorite platform to come along in a long time. This mid-century platform bed
is perfect! I love combining elements, sticks and upholstery. It's still modern but not very modern. They remind me of our solid oak bed, not the crazy of the night, we're in complete agreement - there's something to dislike here! 12. Mercury beds with a combination of eco-bamboo and soft grey upholstery,
mercury mid-century modern platform bed is an example of classic style at its best. A more modern choice of bamboo, rather than a more traditional wood material brings Mercury beds into the 21st century and gives you a sustainable product that you can feel good about. The complex feel of this bed
looked your bedroom up to the gap. Click here for exclusive savings on your new mercury bed! He digs: Another mid-century modern flat frame that adds a bamboo element, which I appreciate. I like mercury's flat look and can even picture it with a lucite side table or maybe something more practical with
a little storage. I love that you are the best of both worlds, bamboo beauty and upholstery softness. O Diggs: This is definitely one of my favorite platforms. I like everything about design: from bamboo construction to tufted headboard and curved legs. It's a big mid-century flat frame... Easily my favorite
bamboo bed, and the sustainability aspect is another gap in its cap. The more I look at it, the more I like it! 13. Lily Platform Bed The Lily Platform Bed is like a breath of fresh air and when placed in your bedroom will feel cozy and inviting. Lily's solid wood platform flat frame and upholstered headboard are
perfectly balanced polyester and give it a modern sleigh flat feel. The most workable platform platform on the list, Lily comes in eight different fabric colors (some bold and some neutral) and two stick ends to make you the ultimate custom. Lily's bed effortlessly married a sophisticated style with a relaxed
vibe to appeal to many different tastes at a great price. Click here for exclusive savings on your new Lily platform platform platform! She digs: I really appreciate how Lily's bed looks a little more feminine than some of the wood beds we picked up and the wide variety of colors is definitely unique. The
classic design comes with an interesting wood silhouette exactly what I like. This is unexpected! O Diggs: It's an astonishing design for me as well. I don't see it as feminine, though. Well, I see how people can see her feminine, with avial legs and a narrower frame. But I interpret it more as mid-century,
and I really like design. 14. Azara Bamboo Platform platform if you have to look natural wood seeds but appreciate the eco-friendly option, Azara beds may be just what you need in your life. This solid bamboo flat headboard 100% shows off an eye-catching tiger accent slatted in design, an element that
evoked the natural feel of wood. And a selection of carmelized or sable finishes allows you to choose the best flat frame color for your space. Click here for exclusive savings on the Azara platform bed! He digs: This bed is like a piece of art, and because each Azara is a little different because of a tiger
accent, it's like having unique bed frames. The bamboo tiger accent appeals to me and I think hanging with bohemian rugs and macrame walls, I can do this flat slatted for me. Her Digs: Another design is definitely in my top 3. Maybe even my favorite... i dont think i change anything about design . This
green option is a bit expensive, but in this intimacy you get what you pay for. Combining mod design with headboard is an amazing tiger accent. 15. Trenton storage bed by looking at our Trenton storage bed, you'd never know the secrets below. On the surface, Trenton's high-end European design, with
upholstery upholstery upscale and style scores in the section appears. You never expect to find a slat system that has high strength steel activator and gas springs allows for easy access to storage space below. A platform bed with a barn? The water! Click here for exclusive savings in Trenton's storage
bed! Dig him: You had me in the bed frame with storage! With a smaller house, you have to watch out for storage space and Trenton is definitely in its corner. Plus it looks great too I like the simplicity and softness in appearance and can see it a top contender for me. He digs: I like almost everything about
Trenton: quality, shape, functionality, the fact that it is a platform bed with storage. I'm not digging those furniture. For our little bedroom. Personally, I picture the king-sized version in a larger bedroom where it can stand out rather than over. Good conclusion, you'll have it! As you can see we have similar
tastes in furniture, with a mid-century modern leaning and an interest in clean and classic pieces. Her style decided masculine with a preference for a dark, rich forest and an edgier touch. And I like the softer, more feminine feeling that combines my love of modern, bohemian designs. Now we are left with
a hard choice as to which of these beautiful beds to bring home. But you can rest sure (pun intended), we have the best modern platform bed that combines the perfect of both styles we've chosen... We'd like a platform bed, Queen please! I can't wait to start in our bedroom now that we've decided the
most important. And with just a few more touches like paint, carpets, nightstands and a few modern accented chairs, our bedroom will be full and ready for relaxation! Other Carousel How do you keep your mattress from slipping on a platform bed? The vast majority of our collection features a starting flat
frame that wraps around the mattress to keep it in place. The two best ways to keep your mattress safe on a platform are: put cheap carpet pads between your platform and mattresses installing velcro bar to get under your mattress and top your platform. Note that this method only works on non-flip
mattresses! Year-ago favorites: • 2018 - Amsterdam Flat• 2018 - Wright Mid-Century Flat• 2018 - Atlantic Flat Storage written by Meagan Sykes with the participation of Kevin Sykes. Meagan is a creative director, and Kevin is a co-owner and co-founder of Diggs Modern. Meagan and Kevin live in Austin,
TX and love everything in the middle of the modern century. Posted on 7/9/2020 7/9/2020
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